Abstract. John Canny's two-level thresholding with hysteresis is now a de facto standard in edge detection. The method consistently outperforms single threshold techniques and is simple to use, but relies on edge detection operators' ability to produce thin input data. To date, thresholding with hysteresis has only been applicable to thick data such as line drawings by top-down systems using a priori knowledge of image content to specify the pixel tracks to be considered. We present, and discuss within the context of line drawing interpretation, a morphological implementation of thresholding with hysteresis that requires only simple thresholding and idempotent dilation and which is applicable to thick data. Initial experiments with the technique are described. A more complete evaluation and formal comparison of the performance of the proposed algorithm with alternative line drawing binarisation methods is underway and will be the subject of a future report.
Introduction
Binarisation of a grey level image via some form of thresholding is a key stage in line drawing interpretation. Many thresholding schemes have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , Static, adaptive thresholding methods are the most commonly used in line drawing interpretation. A threshold value is defined as a function of (only) the grey level distribution of a local image region. The image is typically divided into usually fixed, sometimes overlapping, regions, a threshold is computed independently for each region and applied only within that region, e.g. [7, 8, 9] .
In local, dynamic, adaptive methods other regions are considered. Specifically, the threshold applied to a given region is a function of the position of that region relative to other regions having particular local properties. Sauvola and Pietikainen [9] , for example, use a dynamic technique to select binarisation methods. Perhaps the bestknown dynamic thresholding technique, however, is that proposed for use in edge detection by John Canny [10] .
Canny employed the calculus of variations to find the operator which, assuming a perfect step edge in noise, is optimal with respect to good detection, good localisation and minimal response. The result may be closely approximated by seeking local, significant maxima in the first derivative of a Gaussian smoothed image. A key prob-lem, however, is how to determine which maxima should be considered significant; as in line drawing interpretation, threshold selection is problematic. The widespread acceptance of Canny's algorithm is due in large part to its use of thresholding with hysteresis, which may be summarised thus:
1. Select a starting pixel whose first derivative is locally maximal in some direction (recall that step edges are elongated features that form ridges when differentiated) and above an upper threshold u. Mark that pixel as having been visited. 2. Select and move to an adjacent pixel whose first derivative is also a local maximum in some direction. Mark that pixel as having been visited. 3. Repeat 2 until the value of the first derivative at the selected pixel falls below a lower threshold l. 4. Repeat 1 until all maxima above u have been marked as visited.
Thresholding with hysteresis consistently outperforms single-value edge thresholding techniques and is simple to use. In Canny's method u and l are set by the user; though selecting upper and lower limits is often easier than choosing a single critical value. Hancock and Kittler [11] have shown that the method can be formulated as a discrete relaxation process within the framework of bayesian contextual decision theory. This allows hysteresis thresholds to be related to the parameters of an image model that can in turn be derived from image statistics. The resulting algorithm is therefore adaptive. Hancock and Kittler also introduce a third threshold that incorporates information about the connectivity of non-edge configurations. Poggio and Voorhees [12] have also modelled hysteresis thresholds, but neglected to explicitly consider connectivity information.
Thresholding with hysteresis is now a de facto standard in edge detection. Maxima in the output of the Canny operator, however, generally form thin tracks. Edges can therefore be followed without any prior knowledge of their shape; it is sufficient to assume that connectivity is non-accidental. To date, thresholding with hysteresis has only been applicable to thick data such as line drawings by top-down systems using a priori knowledge of image content to specify the pixel tracks to be considered. The line tracking system of Joseph [13] provides a good example. Its basic operation is to test a linear sequence of pixels and, while they satisfy some criterion of blackness, extend that sequence. During tracking two thresholds are employed. Meeting a single pixel with a value below a fatal threshold of around 1/3 to 1/4 of the line's greyness stops tracking immediately. A second, blacker threshold (around 1/2 of the line's greyness) is also used to mark provisional line ends. After marking a provisional end, tracking, however, continues and if the pixel track becomes darker again the provisional end is removed. This mechanism allows small light sections to be jumped as long as further sufficiently dark pixels follow on the same linear path, and is effectively an application-specific implementation of thresholding with hysteresis. There is evidence [13] that the use of the dual threshold method noticeably improved the output of Joseph's system.
In what follows we present, and discuss within the context of line drawing interpretation, a morphological implementation of thresholding with hysteresis that requires only simple thresholding and idempotent dilation and which is applicable to thick data. The algorithm is first described in Section 2. Section 3 considers the auto-matic determination of upper and lower thresholds. The results of initial experiments are presented in Section 4 and before future work is outlined and conclusions drawn in Section 5. A more complete evaluation and formal comparison of the performance of the proposed algorithm with alternative methods is underway and will be the subject of a future report.
Thresholding with Hysteresis Using Mathematical Morphology
It is useful to restate the thresholding of edge data with hysteresis thus:
1. Discard all local maxima whose values are below l 2. String together any remaining maximal values that are connected 3. Discard all strings which do not contain at least one value above u When applied to the binarisation of general grey level images this becomes:
1. Discard all pixels whose blackness is below l 2. Group together any remaining connected pixels 3. Discard all connected components that do not contain at least one blackness value above u
The extraction of connected components and test for blackness values above u may be combined. Identical results are achieved by identifying all pixels whose blackness is above u, then using their image locations as seed points for region growing operations which are allowed to extend beyond this initial coordinate set, but not into regions marked as below l. Regions above u and below l may be identified by simple thresholding, The required region growing may be achieved via a variant of the familiar morphological dilation operator which is both idempotent and employs initial and transformable sets (Appendix 1 and [14] ).
Initial sets define the image coordinates to a given operator may be applied; image locations outside the initial set are therefore prevented from influencing the outcome of the transformation. Transformable sets also restrict operations to regions of interest, but allow areas of the image outside the transformable set to influence the outcome of the transformation. A morphological operation is said to be idempotent if its subsequent application produces no further change in the image. Efficient algorithms implementing idempotent dilation (and other morphological operations) with initial and transformable sets are available [14] . If B is the input grey level image and I, T , O are binary images, the above algorithm may be implemented as follows:
, where 'thresh' is the threshold operation and u the upper threshold. The coordinates of non-zero pixels of I define the initial set.
, where l is the lower threshold. The coordinates of nonzero pixels of T define the transformable set.
where Coord(<image>) denotes the coordinate set of an image and V is a flat unit square structuring element.
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Coord(O) then gives the locations of pixels in B with values greater than l and which are connected to at least one pixel with a value above u.
Threshold Selection for Line Drawing Interpretation
Choice of threshold selection method is the central step in the design of any adaptive thresholding algorithm, and many approaches have been put forward as suitable for use in the binarisation of line drawing images [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Most work from a grey level histogram of some image area, assuming the grey level distribution to comprise two normally distributed components; one centred on plain (white) paper and the other on inked (black) regions. In single threshold methods the problem is to identify a grey level value which best (according to some criteria) separates these two overlapping distributions. Two problems complicate this task. First, in line drawings at least, the black peak is frequently diffuse and ill defined. It is often impossible to clearly identify even the modal 'black' value. Second, changing the threshold value by even a small amount in either direction can have a significant effect on the resulting binary image. Thresholding with hysteresis' need to specify an intensity band, rather than single cut-off, eases the latter problem somewhat. The low threshold can be a little too low and the high a little too high without serious effects. The problem of poorly defined 'black' pixel distributions, however, remains. Two previous approaches to threshold selection have had notable success in dealing with this problem.
Minimum error thresholding [7] assumes that the grey-level histogram is a reasonable estimate of the probability density function p(g) of a mixture population containing object and background pixels. It is further assumed that the two components of the mixed population p(g | i), where i = 1, 2, are normally distributed with means µi, standard deviations σi and a priori probabilities Pi . The aim of the algorithm is to identify the threshold value t for which
This value is the Bayes minimum error threshold; thresholding the original image at t will minimise the number of incorrectly classified pixels. Kittler and Illingworth [7] propose an iterative algorithm in which an initial threshold t = T is chosen arbitrarily. The parameters µi, σi, Pi are then estimated for each of the two resulting sections of the distribution without explicit fitting of Gaussian profiles. These two models may be used to estimate the conditional probability e(g, T) of grey level g being correctly classified after thresholding at T. e(g, T) then forms the basis of an index of classification performance which reflects the amount of overlap between the two (assumed Gaussian) populations obtained by splitting the histogram at T. Note that the method cannot provide an exact solution, as the use of a threshold to separate the two modes of the histogram will of necessity truncate both components to some degree, causing errors in their estimated parameters. The possibility of selecting u and l to straddle an estimate of the Bayes minimum error threshold is, however, attractive, and will be the subject of a future report. Dunn and Joseph [8] ignore the 'black' pixel distribution completely, basing their threshold selection method upon simple measurements of the location and width of the white peak alone; dark areas are effectively defined as those with a low probability of being light. The proposed method is a local one. Grey level histograms are first computed over 64 x 64 pixel sub-images, then smoothed slightly by averaging over three grey levels. After smoothing, Dunn and Joseph report experiments that suggest that the peak can be located to +/-one grey level by simply seeking the modal grey level gm. Once gm has been identified, the noise level associated with white paper is estimated by measuring the half-width of the white peak at half its height (Fig. 1) . This value is approximately 1.2σ for a normally distributed peak of standard deviation σ . Experiments have shown [8] that although the half-width may vary somewhat from sub-image to sub-image this variation does not seem to relate to visually obvious variations in background noise. The mean half-width across all sub-images is therefore used as a background noise measure. This global measure is, however, used in conjunction with each gm to generate local threshold values; thresholds were set at gm -3-average half-widths, i.e. gm -3.6σ. Dunn and Joseph's method has several strengths. First, making the threshold a function of the standard deviation of the white peak means that, assuming a normal distribution of white pixels, the noise level expected from a given threshold may be estimated. The method also relies only upon the most reliable section (the top half) of the most reliable histogram peak. Comprehensive experimental evaluation [8] further shows the technique to deal well with the systematic noise that so often arises in dyeline and electrostatic copies of line drawings. The method therefore provides a simple, principled, well-tested benchmark which can easily be generalised to provide the two thresholds required by thresholding with hysteresis; values of u and l can be set at gm -
Νσ, for different values of N.
More recently Rosin [15] has proposed a technique similar in spirit to [8] in that it considers only the largest peak in the histogram, which is assumed to occur at one end of the intensity range. Rosin's algorithm takes a straight line from the top of the histogram peak to the first zero-valued bin following the last filled bin. The threshold value is the index of the histogram bin whose value provides the minimum perpendicular distance to this line. Though it is less easy to see how a threshold pair can be generated to straddle this point in a principled fashion the method's performance on unimodal histograms makes it worthy of further consideration.
Initial Results
It will be noted that the algorithm outlined in Section 2 assumes that the goal is, as in edge detection, to identify significantly bright pixels, while the algorithm of Dunn and Joseph is expressed in terms of a search for significantly dark pixels. To resolve this, in the initial experiments described here we first invert the input image, making the goal the identification of bright lines on a dark background. The upper and lower thresholds u and l referred to in Sections 1 and 2 are then given by l = gm + N l σ and u = gm + N u σ respectively, where gm captures the half-width of the now black background peak and Nu >Nl . The resulting binary image is then inverted to produce the more standard view of black ink on white paper. It should also be noted that although the aim of this work is to provide a local, dynamic, adaptive thresholding method based on thresholding with hysteresis, at time of writing only a global implementation is complete. The application of the current technique to local image regions is, of course, straightforward. Fig. 2a shows a section of the poor quality drawing employed by Dunn and Joseph [8] . As the original drawing is no longer in existence the image used here was obtained from a hardcopy of [8] using an HP Scanjet. After creation of a smoothed grey level histogram, the modal grey level of the inverted image as identified as 80, with the half-width being 28 grey levels. Figs. 2b and c show the result of simple thresholding of the (inverted) fig. 2a at values of gm + 2.5 and gm + 3.5 halfwidths respectively. Thinking in terms of the 'blackness' of the original image, the former is a lower threshold value than the latter, being closer to the modal value of the background.
As one might expect, fig. 2c displays less residual noise than fig. 2b , but some lines (e.g. the diagonal alongside "DEEP") have significantly reduced thickness. The higher threshold also noticeably rounds the letter E in 'HOLES'. Fig. 2d shows the result of applying morphological thresholding with hysteresis to the image of fig. 2a . The threshold values employed were those used to create figs. 2b and c. Noise is reduced to a level similar to that in fig. 2c , while line thickness, and therefore representational accuracy, is similar to that seen in fig. 2b . This is to be expected from a method that takes connectivity to high confidence (i.e. very dark) pixels into account when considering lower confidence (lighter) regions. Note however, that no prior knowledge of the geometry of the regions concerned has been employed here; as long as a suitable threshold selection method can be determined, this method may be applied to any grey level image. a.
b. c.
d. e. The threshold values used here were chosen to straddle the value recommended by Dunn and Joseph. Fig. 2e shows the result of simple thresholding at gm + 3 half-widths (3.6σ), for comparison. The hysteresis method again shows less noise, though the edges of the characters are cleaner in fig. 2e . Further work is required to determine the optimal threshold values and spacing for different situations.
Conclusion and Future Work
Canny's [10] thresholding with hysteresis is now a de facto standard method of thresholding the output of gradient-based edge detection operators, but has previously only been applicable to line drawing images by systems which use prior knowledge to decide to which pixel tracks the method should be applied. We have described and presented initial results generated by a morphological implementation of thresholding with hysteresis which may be applied to thick data without prior knowledge of image content. In the current implementation, threshold values are generated following Dunn and Joseph's half-width method. Several questions remain to be addressed:
How can stable and reliable threshold values be determined from the input image? Attention will focus initially on histogram-based methods [3] , beginning with the half-width and minimum error approaches outlined above, and going on to consider approaches based on Rosin's [15] algorithm.
What effect does varying the parameters have on the performance of the method? One would expect both thresholds to affect the level of noise that can be accommodated, while the lower value plays a greater role in determining the shape of the regions recovered. We shall follow Abak et al [6] in measuring pixel classification errors between artificially-generated ideal and thresholded images and using Hausdorf distances to measure shape changes under various levels of additive noise.
How does the method perform against other algorithms? The evaluation protocol outlined above will also be used to compare performance on artificial images against, in the first instance, the systems described in [7] , [8] , [9] and [15] . A collection of paper line drawings dating back to the beginning of the 20 th century has also been assembled and, after ground-truthing by a human operator, will be used to assess the performance of the algorithm given real thresholding problems.
Development and evaluation of the technique continues.
Appendix 1: Idempotent Dilation, Initial and Transformable Sets
Employing the Image Algebra [16] notation, let ℑ be a value set such that -∞∈ℑ and let X be a co-ordinate set. We define an ℑ-valued image A on X as the graph of the function A: ℜ n →ℑ, that is:-
This simplifies the analysis of operations defined on a neighbourhood of a pixel with co-ordinate x∈X, since any member of the neighbourhood which does not have coordinates in X has, by definition, pixel value -∞. ( ( where k is the smallest integer such that further dilation by the structuring element V produces no further change in the image.
